Fluorescence microscopy reveals that the contents of many (membrane-free) nuclear "bodies" exchange rapidly with the soluble pool whilst the underlying structure persists; such observations await a satisfactory biophysical explanation. To shed light on this, we perform large-scale Brownian dynamics simulations of a chromatin fiber interacting with an ensemble of (multivalent) DNA-binding proteins; these proteins switch between two states -active (binding) and inactive (non-binding). This system provides a model for any DNA-binding protein that can be modified post-translationally to change its affinity for DNA (e.g., like the phosphorylation of a transcription factor). Due to this out-of-equilibrium process, proteins spontaneously assemble into clusters of self-limiting size, as individual proteins in a cluster exchange with the soluble pool with kinetics like those seen in photo-bleaching experiments. This behavior contrasts sharply with that exhibited by "equilibrium", or non-switching, proteins that exist only in the binding state; when these bind to DNA non-specifically, they form clusters that grow indefinitely in size. Our results point to post-translational modification of chromatin-bridging proteins as a generic mechanism driving the self-assembly of highly dynamic, non-equilibrium, protein clusters with the properties of nuclear bodies. Such active modification also reshapes intra-chromatin contacts to give networks resembling those seen in topologically-associating domains, as switching markedly favors local (short-range) contacts over distant ones.
In all living organisms, from bacteria to man, DNA and chromatin are invariably associated with binding proteins, which organize their structure [1] [2] [3] . Many of these architectural proteins are molecular bridges that can bind at two or more distinct DNA sites to form loops. For example, bacterial DNA is looped and compacted by the histone-like protein H-NS which has two distinct DNA-binding domains [4] . In eukaryotes, complexes of transcription factors and RNA polymerases stabilize enhancer-promoter loops [5, 6, 6, 7] , while HP1 [9], histone H1 [10] , and the polycomb-repressor complex PRC1/2 [5, 11] organize inactive chromatin. Proteins also bind to specific DNA sequences to form larger structures, like nucleoli and the histone-locus, Cajal, and promyeloleukemia bodies [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] . The selective binding of molecular bridges to active and inactive regions of chromatin has also been highlighted as one possible mechanism underlying the formation of topologically associated domains (TADs) -regions rich in local DNA interactions [6, 6, 19] .
From a biophysical perspective, a system made up of DNA and DNA-binding proteins exhibits many kinds of interesting and seemingly counter-intuitive behaviour, such as the clustering of proteins in the absence of any attractive interaction between them. This process is driven by the "bridging-induced attraction" [20] . In conjunction with the specific patterning of binding sites found on a whole human chromosome in vivo, this attraction can drive folding into TADs in the appropriate places on the chromosome [6] .
In the simple case where there is only a non-specific DNA-protein interaction (i.e., proteins can bind to any point on DNA), bridging-induced clustering can be understood as being due to a thermodynamic feedback loop:
binding of bridges to multiple DNA segments causes an increase in local DNA concentration which, in turn, recruits further DNA-binding proteins, and further iterations then sustain the positive feedback. Subsequently, the ensuing clusters coarsen, and eventually phase separate into one macroscopic cluster of DNA-bound bridges in equilibrium with a (diluted) pool of unbound proteins [21, 22] . In the more complex case with specific DNA-binding interactions, clustering is associated with the formation of DNA loops. Looped structures incur an entropic cost which increases superlinearly with the number of loops, and can stop the growth of a cluster beyond a critical size [6, [23] [24] [25] [26] . Such specific binding drives the formation of promoter-enhancer loops [2] ; however there are several proteins which interact mainly non-specifically with large regions of the genome, such as histone H1 and other heterochromatin-associated proteins [2] . For this latter class of proteins, the abundance of binding sites in the nucleus would lead to clusters that coarsen progressively. However, this indefinite growth is not observed: we suggest that reversible posttranslational protein modifications may be the reason underlying the arrested coarsening.
Specifically, here we consider a non-equilibrium biochemical reaction which can modify DNA-binding proteins. In our model, these proteins continuously switch between an active, DNA-binding state, and an inactive, non-binding, one. Such a reaction can arise in several scenarios. For instance, a complex of transcription factors and an RNA polymerase might stabilize a promoterenhancer loop; upon transcription termination, the complex could dissociate and the loop disappear [2, 3] . Alternatively, phosphorylation, or other post-translational modifications of transcription factors [27] , may affect their affinity for chromatin, as might a conformational change in a protein or the reversible addition of a subunit to a protein complex, which might be driven by ATP hydrolysis.
In this work we show that introducing this nonequilibrium mechanism strikingly broadens the range of physical behaviour displayed by the chromatin/protein ensemble. In particular, we find that including "switching" proteins which interact non-specifically with a chromatin fiber leads to qualitatively and quantitatively different results compared to "equilibrium" proteins (which are always in the binding state). Switching (i.e., protein modification) arrests the coarsening triggered by the bridging-induced attraction, and the size of the resulting clusters can be tuned by altering the switching rates. Furthermore, we show that if proteins bind both specifically and non-specifically, switching results in the formation of highly-dynamic clusters, which are qualitatively different from those formed by non-switching proteins. In the former case, proteins in the cluster exchange with the soluble pool, whilst the general shape of the cluster persists. These dynamic clusters closely resemble some of the nuclear bodies of eukaryotic cells. Finally, we consider a simplified model for the formation of TADs in chromosomes, and show that protein switching leaves the location of the domains unaltered, but strongly disfavours long-range inter-TAD interactions. All these findings point to an important and generic role of reversible protein modification in chromatin and nuclear organization.
I. RESULTS
A. Protein switching arrests coarsening of chromatin bridges that bind non-specifically
We perform Brownian dynamics simulations of a flexible chromatin fiber modeled as a bead-and-spring polymer (thickness 30 nm, persistence length 90 nm) interacting non-specifically with either non-switching or switching proteins. These proteins can bind to the fiber at more than one location (in our case through a Lennard-Jones potential; see Supporting Information for details on the force field, and Fig. 1A ,B for a schematic). For simplicity, we assume a protein has the same size as the chromatin beads (a realistic assumption as each is likely to be a protein complex). We also assume proteins stochastically switch between binding and non-binding states at an equal rate, α. [Relaxation of either of these assumptions does not qualitatively alter results.] First, we consider the case of equilibrium, nonswitching proteins, where α = 0 (Fig. 1C) . This case was studied in [6, 20, 21, 28] , and it was shown to lead to polymer collapse [6, 21, 28] and clustering of bridges [20, 21] depending on the protein concentration. For the concentrations used here, clusters coarsen and grow at the expense of smaller aggregates. During the early stages, this resembles the Ostwald ripening characteristic of liquidgas phase separation; later on, we also observe coalescence of smaller clusters into larger ones (Movie S1). The average cluster size -measured as the number of bound proteins per cluster -increases with time with no sign of saturation until all clusters merge into one (Fig. 1Cii , and Movie S1). For early times, cluster size (which is also proportional to its volume) increases approximately linearly with time, as would be expected for Ostwald ripening in density-conserving model B [2] . For later times, cluster growth is much slower, with a sublinear exponent (close to 0.25 for our parameters, see Fig. 1Ei ). This slowing is due to the underlying polymer dynamics -as in blob formation during the collapse of a homopolymer, which is also slower than simple model B kinetics [4] . The dynamics with protein switching is remarkably different: now, coarsening is completely arrested, and the system achieves a micro-phase separated state in which clusters have a well-defined average size ( Fig. 1D ; Movie S2). This size decreases with α (Fig. 1Eii) . The arrested phase separation can be understood intuitively as follows. On the one hand, thermodynamics dictates that the system should try to minimize interfaces, and this leads to coarsening, initially via Ostwald ripening, giving the growth laws in Figure 1Ei . On the other hand, non-equilibrium protein switching is a Poisson process, so active proteins switch off at a constant rate α, and leave the cluster. [This is not the case for equilibrium proteins which can only unbind thermodynamically; not only is the unbinding rate slower, but such proteins are also highly likely to rebind to a nearby site before ever leaving a cluster]. Then, active proteins only have a timescale of the order α −1 in which to form a cluster, before a significant proportion of proteins in that cluster inactivate. Hence, phase separation is arrested. To understand more quantitatively how a nonequilibrium biochemical reaction arrests coarsening, we consider a simplified mean field theory which follows the time evolution of the chromatin density ρ(, t), and of the active protein density Φ(x, t). Our equations describe the binding of the proteins to the chromatin together with the diffusion of all components, and they read as follows,
These equations can be formally derived starting from a suitable underlying free energy density, and adding protein modification as a reaction term -the details are discussed in the Supporting Information. In Eqs. (1), M ρ and M Φ are the chromatin and protein mobility respectively, so that M ρ a 1 ≡ D 1 and M Φ a 2 ≡ D 2 represent effective diffusion coefficients, while χ is the coefficient describing bridging between active proteins and chromatin. Further, g captures steric repulsion in the chromatin fiber, κ accounts for effective surface tension effects, and finally the last term in the equation for Φ models the biochemical reaction, where proteins switch from binding to non-binding, and vice versa, at a rate α. For α = 0, Eqs. (1) ensure conservation of the global density of both chromatin and proteins -in other words, this is an example of generalized model B dynamics [2, 17] .
To identify the key parameters in our system, we now choose dimensionless time and space units t u = 1/α and x u = D 2 /α and redefine Φ as Φ(M ρ χ/D 2 ). In these units, our equations becomė
so that the whole parameter space is spanned by the four dimensionless numbers
One solution of Eqs. (B6-B7) is given by the uniform phase (ρ, Φ) = (ρ 0 , Φ 0 ), which is stable in the absence of bridging (χ = 0). To see how the interplay of bridging and biochemical switching can create patterns, we performed a linear stability analysis of this uniform state (Fig. 2 , detailed in the Supporting Information). The result is that small perturbations of the uniform phase grow if X > X c = (
. This instability criterion translates in physical units to
. Thus, the instability is driven by bridging, whereas diffusion of chromatin and proteins, excluded volume, as well as protein modification, all tend to stabilize uniform chromatinprotein distributions. Importantly, this bridging-induced instability also works at very low protein concentration.
Calculating the wavenumber at the onset of instability (see Supporting Information) unveils the remarkable role played by the biochemical reaction for structure formation. Specifically, we find q c = (D/A) (1/4) for the dimensionless onset wavenumber, translating in physical units to the following typical length scale,
Hence, in contrast to models without protein modification, the present system exhibits a short wavelength instability ( Fig. 2) , which turns into a long wavelength instability only in the limit α → 0 (which would lead to L c → ∞, dotted black line in Fig. 2 ). Our linear stability analysis therefore suggests that the presence of the biochemical reaction has qualitative consequences for the clustering in the system, in that it leads to self-limiting cluster sizes, or put differently, to micro-phase separation rather than to macro-phase separation -in full agreement with the simulations shown in Fig. 1 . To further confirm that within our mean field theory clusters cannot coarsen indefinitely, we also performed a weakly non-linear expansion, through which we found that the amplitude of the chromatin density fluctuations close to the uniform state obey the "real Ginzburg Landau equation", which is associated with formation of stationary patterns of well-defined self-limiting size [3] (see Supporting Information). Finally, Eq. (4) also predicts that, at least close to the onset of clustering, the average number of proteins in any aggregate should scale as L 
C. Switching proteins with specific binding selfassemble into recycling nuclear bodies
The model considered in Figure 1 assumes proteins bind non-specifically. While this is a good approximation for generic heterochromatin-binding proteins in silenced regions, most transcription factors bind to active regions specifically and to most other DNA non-specifically [32] . Therefore, we consider proteins binding with high affinity to every 20th bead (i.e., every 60 kbp), and with low affinity to all others. [Similar results are expected for different patterns of binding sites [6, 20] .] Now bound proteins self-assemble into clusters of self-limiting size even when α = 0 ( Fig. 3 ; Movie S3). In other words, coarsening is always arrested. As suggested previously [20, 23, 25] , specific binding creates loops and loop clustering is associated with entropic costs that scale super-linearly with loop number, and this limits cluster growth [23] .
Although coarsening is arrested whatever the value of α, there is a major difference between the dynamics of the equilibrium and switching proteins. Without switching, proteins can only unbind thermodynamically, which requires a long time: as a result, proteins rarely exchange between clusters (Fig. 3 , Movie S3). With switching, there is a constant turnover of proteins within the clusters, which recycle all their components over a time ∼ α −1 (Fig. 3 , Movie S4). Reducing the strength of the specific interactions can also lead to protein turnover ( Fig. S2 ), but this requires fine tuning of the parameters so as to simultaneously ensure stable binding and the recycling of proteins in clusters. In contrast, protein modification naturally leads to such recycling for any values of specific and non-specific binding affinity.
To quantitatively characterize the dynamics of turnover within clusters, we perform a simulated fluorescence-recovery-after-photobleaching (FRAP) experiment [33] . In such an experiment some of the clusters are photobleached at a given time, and recovery of fluorescence is then monitored (Fig. 3) . The "fluorescence" signal (proportional to the number of non-photobleached active proteins in the clusters) recovers quickly in the α = 0 case (Figs. 3Aiii, 3B), but not in the α = 0 case (Fig. 3Aiv, 3Bi ), at least for large values of the specific interaction strength. The dynamics of recovery can be measured using the number of unbleached proteins in the photobleached volume (Fig. 3Bi) ; this is proportional to the fluorescence intensity measured in a standard FRAP experiment. Alternatively, the number of unbleached proteins in clusters can be used (Fig. 3Bii) . Both approaches give similar recovery timescales, and confirm that protein modification is required to create clusters in which proteins can recycle.
The clusters found in Figure 3 typically contain ∼ 20−100 proteins that recycle (Fig. S3A ). Cluster size depends on both protein concentration and interaction energy (e.g., in Fig. S3B there are only ∼ 5−10 proteins per cluster). Therefore, this mechanism can produce clusters with a wide range of sizes. Note that nuclear bodies range from large nucleoli (up to several µm), through Cajal, polycomb, and promyelocytic leukemia bodies (∼ 1 µm) [14-16], to transcription factories containing ∼ 10 active transcription complexes (∼ 100 nm) [3, 34, 35] . Importantly, like most nuclear bodies, our clusters also retain a "memory" of their shape. Thus, in Figure 3A , when most of the components of the pink cluster on the left have turned over, the general shape of the cluster persists (see also Movies S4 and S5, and Fig. S4 ). This is because the chromatin scaffold associated with the protein clusters (i.e., the sites of specific binding) retains a general 3D structure that does not change much over time (Fig. S5) . Taken together, these results strongly support the conjecture that nuclear bodies emerge from the aggregation of bound switching proteins, and that switching both arrests phase separation and ensures that bound proteins continually exchange with the soluble pool.
Notably, the nuclear bodies which our clusters resemble generally show FRAP recovery times in the range of tens of minutes [36] [37] [38] . These time scales are too slow to be accounted for by diffusion, and too fast to be compatible with the thermodynamic unbinding of tightly bound proteins (see Supporting Information). Our results suggest an attractive alternative explanation: that the recovery time, over which nuclear bodies recycle their proteins, is instead linked to protein modification, and it is simply proportional to α −1 . Typical rates of posttranslational protein modification can be of the order of several seconds (and will be slower within nuclear bodies due to macromolecular crowding), and transcription termination occurs minutes after initiation. In light of this, our simulations would predict recovery time scales of the order of α −1 , or minutes, broadly in agreement with those measured experimentally [36] [37] [38] . Further to this, there is biological evidence that protein modifications can take place within nuclear bodies [36] . For instance, enzymes performing post-translational modifications are found in Cajal bodies [36] , and phosphorylation or ubiquination of the BMI1 subunit of the PcG PRC1 complex are important factors which determine the kinetics of exchange in polycomb bodies [37] .
D. Protein switching preserves TAD structure, while suppressing long-range interactions Clustering of bridging proteins can lead to the formation of chromatin domains [5, 6, 6, 20] resembling TADs found in Hi-C data [19] . It is therefore of interest to ask how switching affects TAD structure and dynamics. Here, we return to a toy model first considered elsewhere: the fiber has a regular pattern of binding and non-binding regions (Fig. 4A) , and each binding region spontaneously and reproducibly assembles into a TAD which is flanked by a disordered non-binding region [6] . The regular interspersion of non-binding segments in Figure 4A fixes the locations of TAD boundaries; consequently, clusters form (Fig. 4B,C) at reproducible positions along the fiber, and this -in turn -yields TADs seen in averaged contact maps (Fig. 4D) . Such patterns resemble those seen in Hi-C data obtained from cell populations.
Variations in α have several effects (Fig. 4) . First, the configurations found at steady state are qualitatively different. Although cluster growth is limited for both α = 0 and α > 0, the (recycling) clusters formed by switching proteins are much smaller (Figs. 4B, C, and Movie S6). Second (and notwithstanding this qualitative difference), the contact maps close to the diagonal are remarkably similar ( Fig. 4D ; compare patterns on each side immediately next to the diagonal); this indicates that local TAD structure is largely unperturbed by switching. However, for α = 0 non-local (i.e., distant) contacts are strikingly suppressed (Fig. 4D , compare patterns on each side far from the diagonal), and higher order folding of one TAD onto another is suppressed. This was demonstrated directly as follows. First, TADs were generated in the presence of non-switching proteins, and then switching turned on; the fraction of non-local contacts falls ( Figs  4E, S6) .
This behaviour can be explained as follows. First, the time scale for the formation of TADs is comparable to (or smaller than) that of protein recycling within a TAD (see Supporting Information for an estimate of such time scales). Computer simulations of TAD formation in Drosophila and human chromosomes also suggest that the local structure is formed very rapidly (at most, in minutes) [5, 6] . Therefore it is plausible that local TAD folding is fast enough not to be perturbed much by protein modification. Second, when a particular protein switches from binding to non-binding, a contact is lost, and it is likely that local ones can reform faster than non-local ones. Furthermore, switching provides a non-equilibrium mechanism allowing faster largescale rearrangements, and so a more effective trimming of entropically unfavourable long-ranged interactions. In other words, active post-translational modification tilts the balance in favour of local intra-TAD contacts at the expenses of inter-TAD ones. This is consistent with the sharp decay beyond the Mbp scale seen in Hi-C data [19, 39] .
II. CONCLUSIONS
To conclude, we have shown that active posttranslational protein modication (e.g., phosphorylation, methylation, acetylation [27] , or any other nonequilibrium reaction where a protein switches between binding and non-binding states) has a profound and generic effect on the behaviour of a chromatin-protein mixture. The interplay between protein bridging and protein modification is therefore an important principle underlying nuclear organization within eukaryotes.
First, it was previously shown that non-switching proteins able to bind non-specifically to chromatin to form molecular bridges assemble into clusters which have a natural tendency to coarsen [20, 21] . Here we show that switching changes the behaviour; cluster growth is selflimiting (Fig. 1) -a phenomenon which be understood via a simple mean field theory (Fig. 2) . This theory provides an example of arrested phase separation, and it can explain why nuclear bodies do not progressively enlarge [13] [14] [15] [16] , and why neighbouring clumps of heterochromatin -whether detected using classical staining and microscopy, or through inspection of Hi-C contact maps [19, 40] -rarely merge into one super-domain. Second, when equilibrium (i.e., non-switching) proteins bind specifically to cognates sites on the chromatin fiber, they also cluster; however, specific binding is known to arrest the coarsening [6, 20] . But in contrast to what is seen in photobleaching experiments [36, 37] , bound proteins in the ensuing clusters exchange little with the solu- ble pool. Moreover, the time scales seen in such bleaching experiments are too slow to be accounted for by diffusion, and too fast to be compatible with the thermodynamic unbinding of tightly-bound proteins. Protein modification provides a neat solution to this paradox: dynamic clusters naturally emerge during simulations, with constituent proteins recycling on a time-scale proportional to the inverse switching rate, α −1 (Fig. 3) . Importantly, when clusters in simulations are "photobleached", they behave like nuclear bodies seen in vivo -they retain a "memory" of their shape, despite the continual exchange with the soluble pool.
Finally, switching affects large-scale chromatin organization. Bridging-induced clusters are associated with the formation of chromatin domains, reminiscent of the TADs observed in Hi-C data [19] . Using a fiber patterned in such a way that it spontaneously folds into TADs, we find that switching has little effect on local TAD organization, but strongly suppresses inter-TAD interactions; local contacts are favored over non-local ones (Fig. 4) . We expect that similar trends should be observed in more complex models for bridging-induced chromosome orga-nization, such as those in Refs. [6, 6, 20] .
While here we focus on a flexible chromatin fiber, we expect that near-identical results should be reached with a semi-flexible one [20, 22] ; then, our conclusions should also apply to bacterial DNA. We also expect similar results to be obtained with more complex pathways between active and inactive states (e.g., modeling the cyclic flooding of proteins into nuclei, or their cyclic synthesis/degradation) and it would be of interest to investigate these scenarios.
In summary, we demonstrated how non-equilibrium processes involving ephemeral protein states can provide a simple way of understanding how dynamic nuclear bodies of self-limiting size might form, and how chromosomal domains at the larger scale might be organized. 
Supplementary Information
Here we give more details on the simulations (including parameter values), and on the continuum mean field model (derivation, linear stability analysis and amplitude equation); we also show additional results and figures which are discussed in the main text.
Appendix A: Simulation Details
The chromatin fiber is modeled as a bead-spring polymer with finitely-extensible non-linear elastic springs via a Kremer-Grest model [1] . To map length scales from simulation to physical units, we can, e.g., set the diameter, σ, of each bead to ∼ 30nm 3 kbp (assuming an underlying 30 nm fiber; of course, all our results would remain valid with a different mapping).
Letting r i and d i,j ≡ r j −r i be respectively the position of the centre of the i-th bead and the vector of length d i,j between beads i and j, we can express the potential modeling the connectivity of the chain as
for d i,i+1 < R 0 and U FENE (i, i + 1) = ∞, otherwise; here we chose R 0 = 1.6 σ and k = 30 /σ 2 . The bending rigidity of the chain is described through a standard Kratky-Porod potential, as follows
where we set the persistence length l p = 3σ 90 nm, which is reasonable for a chromatin fiber.
The steric interaction between a chromatin bead, a, and a protein bridge, b (of sizes σ a = σ b = σ), is modeled through a truncated and shifted Lennard-Jones potential
for d i,j < r c and 0 otherwise. This parameter, r c , is the interaction cutoff; it is set to r c = 2 1/6 σ for inactive proteins, in order to model purely repulsive interactions, and to r c = 1.8σ for an active protein, so as to include attractive interactions. In both cases, the potential is shifted to zero at the cut-off in order to have a smooth curve and avoid singularities in the forces. Purely repulsive interactions, such as those between inactive proteins and chromatin segments, are modeled by setting ab = k B T , while attractive interactions are modeled using: (i) ab = 3k B T (for non-specific interactions, Fig. 1); (ii) ab = 15k B T and ab = 4k B T (for non-specific and specific interactions respectively, Fig. 3) ; (iii) = 4k B T (for non-specific interactions , Fig. 4) ; or (iv) as specified in Supporting Figure captions in other cases.
The total potential energy experienced by bead i is given by
and its dynamics can be described by the Langevin equation
where m is the bead mass, ξ is the friction coefficient, and η i is a stochastic delta-correlated noise. The variance of each Cartesian component of the noise, σ In our particle based simulations we observed the growth of clusters due to bridging interactions (see main text). When protein activation-inactivation reactions were absent, these clusters coarsened, resulting in one large macroscopic cluster in steady state. However, in the presence of these reactions, the clusters coarsened only up to a self-limiting size. To better understand this transition from macrophase separation to microphase separation, and the involved length scales, we now develop a phenomenological minimal model for the dynamics of chromatin and proteins. We describe the distribution of chromatin via the probability density field ρ(x, t), and the density of active, or binding, and inactive, or nonbinding, proteins by Φ a (x, t) ≡ Φ(x, t) and Φ i (x, t) respectively.
The starting point for our model is the free energy
Here, the first two terms describe diffusion of chromatin and proteins respectively, the third term describes the energy gain through bridging and the last two terms, multiplied by k , g , respectively penalize sharp interfaces due to interfacial tension, and strong accumulations of chromatin due to short ranged repulsions. Assuming diffusive dynamics here and using the fact that in the absence of protein modification, the number density of all species (ρ, Φ, Φ i ) is conserved, we can derive the equations of motions for our fields as done for model B dynamics [2] . However, in the presence of active protein modification, we need an additional reaction term, so that our equations of motion reaḋ
Here M ρ and M a are dimensionless mobility coefficients of chromatin and activated proteins respectively, while α and β are the activation and inactivation rates for proteins. Since inactive proteins do not bind, we assume that they diffuse quickly, i.e. that their density field is uniform. Now integrating Eq. (B3) over the whole system and denoting the total number of active and inactive proteins with N a (t) and N i (t) respectively, we obtainṄ a = −αN a + βN i . Conservation of the total protein number N = N a + N b now yieldsṄ i = (1 + β/α)N i which approaches the steady state N i = αN/(α + β), i.e. Φ i = α/(α + β), exponentially fast. Now defining Φ 0 := (β/α)Φ i = β/(α + β) (and ignoring short-time effects due to possible 'imbalances' between active and inactive proteins in the initial state), Eqs. (B2,B3) reduce to:ρ
where for simplicity hereon we drop the subscript a on Φ a for active proteins. We also introduced
To further reduce these equations and to identify a minimal set of dimensionless control parameters, we now choose time and space units t u = 1/α and x u = D 2 /α and redefine Φ = ΦχM ρ /D 2 . This leads tȯ
That is, our parameter space is spanned by the four dimensionless numbers
Appendix C: Linear Stability Analysis
To better understand in which parameter regimes we should expect (i) a uniform distribution of chromatin and proteins, (ii) cluster growth proceeding to macroscopic phase separation and (iii) microphase separation, we now perform a linear stability analysis. This analysis will equip us with a prediction for the self-limiting cluster size in regime (iii), matching the results of our particle based simulations. We therefore study the response of the uniform phase to small perturbations in the density fields (ρ, Φ). Linearising Eqs. (B6,B7) around the uniform solution (ρ, Φ) = (ρ 0 , Φ 0 ), where ρ 0 is the DNA density as fixed by the initial state, leads to the following equations of motion for the fluctuations ρ = ρ − ρ 0 , Φ = Φ − Φ 0 :
Here, we defined D := D 0 + 3Gρ 2 0 . Fourier transforming Eqs. (C1,C2) and using Q := q 2 leads to the following dispersion relation (or characteristic polynomial),
which links the growth rate λ of the fluctuation with its wavevector Q. An analysis of this relation leads us to the instability criterion
which translates, in physical units, to
This criterion determines the transition line (hypersurface) between regions (i) and (ii/iii) in the parameter space. Hence, if the bridging interactions are sufficiently large, small fluctuations around the uniform state will grow to form clusters. Remarkably, this instability and the corresponding emergence of order (clustered phase) is not contingent on the presence of a certain minimal protein (or DNA) density, suggesting that even a very low protein concentration is sufficient to trigger clustering. To map out the transition line from macrophase separation to microseparation (at the onset of instability), it is useful to consider the wavelength at which instability first occurs. From Eq. (C3) and q c = ∂ q λ(q) = 0| X=(
, corresponding, in physical units, to the length scale (Fig. S1 ), supporting the view that the essential physics of chromatin clustering can be described and understood within our simplified mean field theory.
For completeness, we also calculate the boundaries of the instability band from Eq. (C3), which, after translating back into physical units (for M 1 = M 2 = 1), read as follows:
At the onset of instability, we find ν → 4D 2 Kα(D 1 + 3gρ 0 ) and hence we recover the α 1/4 -scaling of the onset mode. In contrast, the boundaries of the instability band scale in a more complicated way which is nonuniversal in α.
Appendix D: Amplitude Equations
We now perform a perturbative analysis of the linearly unstable modes (fluctuations) close to onset of instability. This analysis will lead us to a further reduced effective model, describing the linear growth and nonlinear saturation of chromatin clusters on large scales and at long timescales.
We begin by rewriting Eqs. (B2,B3) as
where the linear operator L and the nonlinear term N represent
(D2) Now, we replace (as usual, see [3] )
where = (X − X C )/X C and expand the fields as
Next, we plug these expansions into Eqs. (D2) and solve the resulting equations to lowest order ( The result to order turns out not to be particular useful for our purpose, as solving it would provide us with a similar result as to order 1/2 ), but with another unknown amplitude A yielding a higher order correction to the solution ρ = 2A cos q c x. Since we are looking only for the lowest order result in we directly consider the perturbative equations of motion to order 3/2 . As usual [3] , we do not attempt to solve the corresponding equations explicitly, but apply Fredholm's theorem providing solvability conditions, which determine an equation of motion for A. After a long but straightforward calculation and transforming back to coordinates t, x we find:
where Although we equipped our original equilibrium model with reaction terms which drive it out of equilibrium, its large scale and long time dynamics (i.e., Eq. (D5)) can be effectively mapped (at least close to onset of instability) onto a potential system with the following Lyapunov functional:
Hence, quite remarkably, the dynamics of the present reaction-diffusion system can be mapped, within this approximation, onto a system which is purely relaxational. Fig. 3Bi , the bleached volume is a sphere of size 50σ. Error bars give SD of mean, and time is given in multiples of 10 4 simulation units. Values of the specific and non-specific interactions, and of α, were respectively: 15k B T , 4k B T , 0 (red curve), 8k B T , 3k B T , 0 (green curve), and 15k B T , 4k B T , 0.0001 inverse Brownian times (blue curve). It can be seen that varying the values of non-specific and specific interactions can lead to FRAP recovery also for α = 0 (green curve), although, in the absence of fine tuning, this is to a smaller extent with respect to α = 0 (blue curve).
Appendix E: Additional simulation results
In this section we present additional simulation results, which complement those discussed in the main text. Figure S2 shows that the FRAP signal (following simulated photobleaching of a spherical spot of size 50 σ)
shows recovery also for equilibrium bridges, if the specific and non-specific interactions are carefully tuned. However, protein modification provides a more robust way to achieve this, which simultaneously allows stable binding (when the protein is in the active state), and fast turnover (due to the unbinding and diffusion of inactive proteins). Figure S3 shows the cluster size for different parameter values for the case of non-specific protein-chromatin interactions. This demonstrates that it can be varied significantly (by about an order of magnitude), and is particularly sensitive to the protein concentration. Figs. S4 and S5 highlight some further properties of the recycling clusters. In particular, Fig. S4 shows that these clusters retain memory of their shape even as the proteins which constitute them change. Figure S5 shows the dynamics of some protein and chromatin beads with and without modification. Without modification, once proteins bind to a cluster they diffuse little for the rest of the simulation, whereas with modification they sample the whole simulation domain. Contrary to this, the dynamics of the chromatin beads within a cluster is similar with and without modification: they diffuse very little. This explains why clusters keep their shape: while proteins bind and unbind, the underlying chromatin backbone is largely unchanged.
Finally, Fig. S6 shows how the effect of protein switching on the ratio between non-local and local contacts, shown in Fig. 4 in the main text, is affected by the values of non-specific and specific interactions. Chromatin contacts for different choices of specific and non-specific binding affinities. The plot shows the fraction of non-local versus local contacts for a chromatin fiber; fiber patterning and all parameters are as in Fig. 4 of the main text. Simulations initially involved non-switching proteins; half-way through the simulation, proteins began to switch (α = 0.0001 inverse Brownian times). Contacts are classified as local (non-local) if they involve beads separated less than (more than) 400 beads along the chain (or 1.2 M bp. Non-specific ( 1) and specific ( 2 interaction energies are indicated on the right of the plot, in the format ( 1, 2).
Appendix F: Timescale estimates for FRAP experiments and TAD folding
Here we provide a series of simple estimates for the value of the relevant timescales in our problems. Consider first a fluorescence-recovery-after-photobleaching, or FRAP, experiment, where a cluster of size σ cl ∼ 0.1−1 µm is inside the bleached spot, which we imagine has a diameter of σ FRAP ∼ 1 µm. In this Section, as previously, σ will instead denote the size of a typical chromatinbinding complex, or chromatin bead (as previously, we imagine this is ∼ 30 nm).
What is the timescale for the recovery of the FRAP signal? Clearly, this depends on the underlying dynamics of the bleached/unbleached proteins. If proteins diffuse freely, then unbleached proteins can enter the bleach spot to give recovery within a time, τ diff , proportional to
For a protein size σ ∼ 30 nm, and if the nucleoplasm viscosity is 10 cP (ten times that of water), the diffusion coefficient is ∼ 1.4µm 2 s−1, so that τ diff ∼ 1s, which is too fast to account for FRAP response of nuclear bodies (furthermore, of course, freely diffusing proteins could not self-organise into clusters).
If, instead, non-switching binding proteins create a cluster, then the FRAP signal recovers when some proteins unbind, and others replace these from the soluble (unbleached) pool. As the former process is slower than the latter (which relies again on diffusion), we can equate the FRAP recovery timescale to the time needed for an equilibrium protein to unbind from the cluster, which can be estimated as,
where ∆U indicates the strength of chromatin-protein interaction. If we assume an interaction of 10 kcal/mol, consistent with either multiple non-specific or a single specific DNA-protein interactions, then τ non−switch > 10 5 s, which is too slow to account for the FRAP recovery observed in nuclear bodies. Clearly, changing ∆U will change τ non−switch , but in order for the estimate to be in the observed range, the interaction energy would have to be finely tuned, and would be significantly lower than that seen in typical DNA-protein interactions. If, finally, switching proteins are in the cluster, then the unbinding time, which again can be equated to the FRAP recovery time, is simply τ non−switch ∼ α −1 .
For typical post-translational modification, or transcription termination, this is in the several seconds to minutes timescale, which is compatible with experimental results. Aside from FRAP, another important timescale is that over which local TADs form (e.g., in Fig. 4) , τ TAD . In
